We are now on our fifth day (Sunday) of a Danube River cruise through several countries of Eastern and Central Europe. We arrived in Bucharest, Romania on Wednesday and started with a full day of sightseeing in that city on Thursday before being driven
to our ship on the Danube, which would take us upstream as far as Budapest, Hungary.
On Thursday our major stop (the reason we took this city tour) was at the Parliament Palace. This is the second largest building in
the world after the US Pentagon and was built under the final years of the Chichescu dictatorship. He was president of the satellite Soviet country of Romania and had taken on several personae as the whims and fancies of the USSR took shape and eventually failed.
Obviously he was initially in favor of the Union and enjoyed the
privileges of being an elite member of the Communist Party and
the leader of one of its major satellite countries (it was never a part
of the Union per se). However, he differed from Moscow when
they took over Czechoslovakia and increasingly became a powerful
leader in his own right, aligned with, but not wholly responsible to
Moscow.
This “independence” clearly went to his head and he became a
ruthless dictator (albeit with continuing support from Russia and –
at least after he was gone – with a somewhat belated reverence
from his own people) which eventually (1989) led to his demise and
ultimate execution for crimes against his country and people. Prior
to his ultimate downfall, however, he began his legacy in stone and
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marble which was to be the Presidential Palace which we visited today. It was begun in 1984 and not “completed” (it is still classified as incomplete) for ten years, by which time he had been exiled and executed, together with his wife (and second-incommand).
The four floors of the palace (really an office and state building) that we visited consisted of a number of very large official
meeting and greeting places and were opulent in their fittings but generally very sparse in decoration. There were very few
paintings, almost no furniture, but the rooms were completed in Romanian marble and all the finishing work was done by Romanian workers. As such (as our excellent guide pointed out) the building deserves maintenance and reverence as a tribute to Romanian craftsmanship, if for no other reason The only exception to the “All Romanian” rule was the mahogany doors in several
room which were presented by a somewhat doubtful African leader.
Our guide was quick to point out that her parents (she was 30) had enjoyed a somewhat more stable and comfortable life under
Communism than the one created after the fall of the USSR and the onset of Capitalism. Life had been simpler (in all facets) but
predictable, with virtually everyone enjoying a living that was covered but perhaps somewhat more Spartan than what was to follow.
Next we visited a very pleasant village comprising building transported here from all parts of Romania (including Transylvania – “the land
beyond the woods”). The park was nice to walk through on a beautiful warm day and it was interesting to see the different types of
structure – with lots of wooden buildings, a number of thatched
roofs and interesting pieces as much as two hundred years old. This
was followed by an enormous lunch (five courses) and some; local
dancing, after which it was time to leave Bucharest to join our ship
50 miles away on the Danube River.

Bucharest—or Vienna???
So, our very brief stay in Romania ended as we reached the
Danube port of Rousse but we found Bucharest (the only city
we visited) to be a very pleasant and interesting city of contrasts: the wide boulevards, huge elegant homes and treelined streets being reminiscent of Paris or Vienna, standing
side-by-side (and in stark contrast) with the decaying concrete
structures of the 45 years post-war years of Communism. Absolutely fascinating and once again underscoring for us the joy
of – indeed, need for – travel to other countries and cultures.
Friday was another long day of sightseeing but now we were In
Bulgaria. Late Thursday evening we had left Giurgi in Romania and sailed a little upstream and docked on the other side at Rousse
– now we were in Bulgaria. Obviously there wasn’t much difference in the local landscape – still flat and very much farming land,
although both towns on either side of the river had some port industrial activity. The weather hadn’t changed either and we
were in for another very hot and humid day with temperatures once again in the nineties.
From the port at Rousse we headed through the town and went in a southerly direction towards the capital city of Sofia. This
city, however, was probably still 200 Km away and on the other side of the Balkan mountain range so we were not going anywhere near that southeastern part of Bulgaria. Instead we were headed to the foothills of the Balkans to visit two small towns
that were very close to one another. One was Veliko Tarnovo, the capital of the country for several hundred years both before
and during the period of the Ottoman Empire occupation. The other was a hillside town called Arbanassi, famous for its Church of
the Nativity.
The drive south was through rolling countryside with hills that became more pronounced as we approached the mountains but
which still were almost exclusively farming communities with very few inhabitants housed in several small towns and villages.
Apparently during the Communist regime, a number of factories were built and some larger towns were populated by former
farmers but the end of the Soviet era brought an end to their existence as the products had been almost totally for Russia. Now
the ugly Communist apartment blocks were dilapidated and in some cases abandoned as the population shifted once more. This
time, the shift was largely out of the country and we were told that the overall population of the country has dropped significantly since 1990 and seems to be accelerating since Bulgaria joined the European Union in the past decade.
Our first major attraction was in the village of Arbanassi where we saw the Church of the Nativity, which had been built over 300
years ago during the Ottoman occupation. Obviously Christianity (Orthodox here) was not condoned by the Moslem rulers so the
church was very plain on the outside and is very low so as not to compete with the domed mosques. It looks much like a long
barn. The inside, however, is very ornate and we were told that all the paintings (which cover every wall and ceiling) were original
and, in most cases, over 300 years old. Although much smaller than many we had seen in Russia, the church decoration and the
story it told (emphasizing the Nativity in this case) was much the same, including the very ornate iconostasis hiding the altar.
The local guide did an excellent job of pointing out the beautiful paintings and explaining the message presented in each and we
left feeling that one could easily spend an hour or more simply admiring the works and the “Bible in Pictures”.
Now it was time for lunch, which was just a short walk from the beautiful church. As yesterday, this was a multi-course meal accompanied for a time by a small but energetic local dance troupe. After that we were driven just a short way back to the town of
Veliko Tarnovo, where our stop was at an overlook that gave us good views of both the river valley and the mountain in front of
us. On top of this mountain were two points of interest; the first was the home of the last Communist leader of the country
which boasted grand views over the valley and towards the Balkan mountains – as well as his personal heliport. As our guide said
– “under Communism all were equal, but some were more equal than others”.

The other landmark was a small church perched high on the
hilltop overlooking the town and which had been destroyed by
the Ottomans but rebuilt in the late 20th century. This had occurred during the Communist regime (not altogether sympathetic to Christianity) and so, although the exterior was a faithful replica of the original, the interior decoration celebrated
more pf the Bulgarian way of life than that of Christ. Our guide
did almost everything except physically stop those who wanted to see the church by citing the steep climb, the many steps
and – on this day in particular – the high heat and humidity.
Nevertheless, five from our bus and a smattering of others
decided to ignore her advice and made the climb. It was indeed HOT and a somewhat difficult 25 minute climb but was
worth the effort – if not so much for what we saw (although
the hilly countryside was beautiful) as for what we had accomplished!
Then we were driven back to the which ship by now had moved a little further upstream to a port called Svistov (still in Bulgaria)
and we sailed upstream shortly after our embarkation.
Saturday’s excursion began at nine so we had a little extra time in bed before breakfast and departure. We drove a little over an
hour south from Svistov, again in the direction of Sofia. Our destination was Belogradchik, a hill town at an elevation of about
2000 feet in the lower part of the Balkans (which reach an elevation of about 6000 feet further south).
Belogradchick is the site of a Medieval fortress, built on the remains of earlier forts including those built by the Romans and later
the Ottomans, and takes advantage of some striking natural rock formations. These rocks – a little like a smaller version of many
in Utah – are thought to have been sediment left by a retreating sea and later “carved” by wind and rain erosion. Most of the
formations can be (with a little imagination) seen as figures of animals and people and all seem to have been given a name best
describing the features. The sediment contains a large amount of iron oxide so the rocks now appear almost red in color in the
right light. Today the sun was very bright again so it was difficult to see much coloration and mostly the formations appeared as
very dark shadows against the bright sky.
There are still quite extensive stretches of the Medieval wall built between the natural rocks and it is easy to see how the area
has been a well-defended place for so many centuries. Even without the natural and man-made fortifications, the “castle” sits on
a small but steep hillside rising from the modern-day town.
We were escorted through two entrance gates of the fortress as far as the second courtyard on a relatively flat and
easy path to walk. However, we were then told that we
could, if we chose, take the very steep and much more difficult stepped pathway to the highest point of the fort from
where there were magnificence 360 degree views of this
very attractive and heavily forested countryside. A surprisingly large percentage of the tour group actually made the
hike and indeed the view from the top was well worth the
effort. This area on the edge of the Balkan Mountains – the
range that divides the country in two – is quite a contrast to
the Danube plain which we had seen for the last two days.
We were now less than 200 Km from Sofia and only 25 Km
from the border with Serbia.
We spent a little over an hour in the fortress before driving
back to the ship in time for a late lunch and a free afternoon.

Sunday (today) was to be a day of cruising on the river with no shore excursions. It was a beautiful sunny day and the temperature and humidity seemed to have moderated some after the thunderstorm late in the day yesterday.
During breakfast we were parked at the lower end of a two rise lock (we had been through a similar lock during the night) and we
started the 72 meter rise right after we had finished our meal. Consequently, most of the guests were on the sun deck to watch
the operation of the lock gates and experience the magic of being lifted 200 feet upstream. Once through, we were now on a
particularly beautiful stretch of the Danube called the Iron Gate area. On both sides (now Romania and Serbia) the land rose very
steeply, with limestone cliffs, forested areas and higher mountains beyond providing a spectacular scene to both east and west.
There were perhaps more small towns and villages on the Romanian (right) side but otherwise the two countries appeared similar and equally impressive.
We passed a number of points of interest as we sailed and a commentary
was provided for those outside on the sun deck and others in the lounge.
We passed an old Roman tablet which marked the way that the Empire
had spread east across the river – although in Roman times the river at
this point was undoubtedly much narrower since we were now just
above the locks and sailing essentially in a man-made lake. Even today,
however, the river narrowed between sheer cliffs to what we were told
was its narrowest (for this day) at 450 feet.
Perhaps the main attraction on this stretch was a huge face carved into
the rock which had been commissioned and presented to the world in
the 1950s. It was the face of a Slav king and we were told that it was larger than those on Mount Rushmore (although, I think, not as well carved)
and only slightly smaller in overall height than the Statue of Liberty.
There were, in addition to a number of cruise ships like ours, dozens of
smaller boats with tourists and locals getting a close up view of this amazing sculpture.
Nearby was a small monastery built right at the river edge which had
been built – so legend had it – in response to a vision of a priest who had
wanted to cross the river at this point. After a number of failed attempts,
he had successfully walked through relatively shallow water after following the “instructions” to build this church and gain the right of passage –
quite literally, apparently.
The rest of the day we sailed through this same type of scenery under almost clear skies so the whole experience made a beautiful contrast to the busy days of touring that we had had since arriving in Eastern Europe. Tomorrow we stop in Serbia for a tour
of Belgrade.
More later if the Internet connection allows!

